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Blatter questions timing of FIFA arrests
ZURICH: FIFA leader Sepp Blatter yesterday joined figures who
have questioned the timing of a police raid to arrest top football
figures just two days ahead of a presidential vote by the world
body. Blatter also told the FIFA congress that the world body
might not be embroiled in its corruption scandal if Russia and
Qatar had not been awarded the 2018 and 2022 World Cups.

Blatter condemned corruption within FIFA, but said: “It’s
not good that all this comes out exactly two days before the
FIFA election. “People talk about a coincidence, but I have a
small question mark” about the timing. Blatter sought a fifth
straight term in the election in the face of fierce European
opposition. Swiss police, carrying out US warrants, arrested
seven officials, including two FIFA vice presidents, at a luxury
Zurich hotel on Wednesday. The seven face extradition to
the United States. Russia’s President Vladimir Putin and other
sports officials have spoken openly of a conspiracy or ques-

tioned the timing of the action.
Russia beat England to get the 2018 World Cup, while Qatar

was surprise choice to host the 2022 tournament, with the
United States one of the losing candidates. Swiss police are
investigating the 2010 vote by FIFA and raided FIFA’s head-
quarters at the same time as the arrests were made. Putin said
Wednesday’s arrests were “clearly an attempt to block the
reelection of Blatter”. He also alleged that the United States
was trying to “spread its jurisdiction to other countries” and
that pressure was being put on Blatter over the decision to
award the World Cup to Russia.  

Sheikh Ahmad al-Fahad al-Sabah, president of the Olympic
Council of Asia and a new FIFA executive member, told AFP the
police raid was “Hollywood style”. “Many people are asking
questions about these events but no one has said it because
they are scared of the FBI,” said the sheikh who was in the Baur

au Lac hotel when the arrests were carried out. “Why did they
want to do it two days before the congress? They could have
done it six weeks before. “If England and America had secured
the 2018 and 2022 World Cups would this procedure have
been the same?” he added.

Blatter also raised the 2010 vote when discussing
Wednesday’s arrests. “If on December 2, 2010, two other
countries had been designated organizers of the 2018 and
2022 World Cups, I think we would not have these problems
today,” he said. US authorities, who have indicted 14 people
on charges of involvement in $150 million in bribes. They say
the investigation into football corruption will go on and be
expanded. England has been at the forefront of the many
European critics of Blatter’s leadership. Even British Prime
Minister David Cameron has called for Blatter to stand
down.—AFP

ZURICH: Candidates Prince Ali bin Al-Hussein of Jordan and current FIFA president Sepp Blatter of
Switzerland are listed on a screen during the president’s election at the 65th FIFA Congress held at the
Hallenstadion in Zurich, Switzerland yesterday. —AP

JOHANNESBURG: Young boys play soccer on a dusty
field in Thokoza township east of Johannesburg,
South Africa. The image of South Africa’s 2010
World Cup has been shattered by allegations that its
bid over a decade ago was involved in bribes of
more than $10 million to secure FIFA votes - possi-
bly with the knowledge or involvement of the South
African government.  —AP

Scandal won’t eclipse 
Women’s World Cup

TORONTO: Two major corruption scandals which have engulfed FIFA
will not overshadow the Women’s World Cup which gets under way
in nine days, organizers vowed. FIFA is facing the biggest crisis in its
century of existence after Swiss police detained seven football offi-
cials accused of taking more than $150 million in bribes. The United
States wants the seven extradited to face trial there. Separately, Swiss
investigators raided FIFA’s headquarters as part of an investigation
into the awarding of the 2018 and 2022 World Cups to Russia and
Qatar. “As the host nation for the FIFA Women’s World Cup Canada
2015, the Canadian Soccer Association is confident that the current
situation will not impact the competition,” the organization said in a
statement.

The 24-nation tournament kicks off on June 6 and runs until July 5
in six cities across Canada. Canadian officials said they were “extreme-
ly disappointed” by the allegations and “committed to protecting the
integrity of the game”. “We are positive that the 30 days of competi-
tion will bring exciting soccer to all fans in Canada and around the
world.” Sports Minister Bal Gosal said he was confident Canadian soc-
cer was not implicated in the scandals and that the World Cup would
be a success. “I’m very satisfied that Canada is very up front,” he said.
“We’re looking forward to hosting the World Cup.” —AFP

WASHINGTON: Ask the average American
sports fan what the words Sepp Blatter mean
and they might reach for a medical dictionary.
Still, the game known here as “soccer” is enjoy-
ing healthy growth in popularity. Will the cor-
ruption scandal at the sport’s world governing
body FIFA dent that? Probably not, soccer
watchers say. There might even be free publicity
to reap. In this land where football of the
American type reigns supreme, non-soccer fans
could not care less about the firestorm raining
down on FIFA president Blatter, sports econo-
mists said.

And for the estimated 30 million Americans
who do love soccer, the US charges announced
against nine current or former FIFA officials and
five sports marketing executives are anything
but surprising. Football has lovers and haters in
this country used to games with lots of scoring
and never a goalless tie. And bribery and racket-

eering charges are unlikely to budge either
camp. FIFA executives allegedly sought $150
million in bribes and kickbacks over the past two
decades to sell their votes as to which country
would host the World Cup and which firms got
the broadcasting and marketing rights. Seven of
the 14 defendants were arrested at a glitzy hotel
in Zurich, Switzerland, and others are now under
US arrest warrants. 

Victor Matheson, a sports economist at the
College of the Holy Cross in Worcester,
Massachusetts and former referee in Major
League Soccer, said that the charges should be
cause for celebration.  “Yesterday, the universal
reaction among American soccer fans was not
that FIFA is dirty. Rather, they were surprised
these guys got arrested,” Matheson said.
“Yesterday, the typical soccer fan was giddy,” he
said. Evidence abounds that the soccer support
base is expanding fast in the United States. Last

year, for instance, the country’s largest football
stadium — 110,000 seats, at the University of
Michigan-was all but filled not for an American
football game but a soccer match, a friendly
between Manchester United and Real Madrid.

‘Twisted pretzel logic’
Major League Soccer, which began in 1996

with 10 teams, now has 20 and plans to expand
to 24. The fee to start a new team has grown
from $5 million in 1996 to $100 million in the last
round of expansion. And 25 million people in
America watched the World Cup final last year
between Germany and Argentina, an audience
bigger than that of any other sports match in
America except the Super Bowl. Oddly, soccer in
America could even benefit-or at least get more
attention-from the FIFA scandal, said another
sports economist, John Vrooman of Vanderbilt
University in Nashville, Tennessee. —AFP

What’s FIFA? Scandal unlikely 
to dent US football appetite


